
THANK YOU!

EXPERIENCE

HYPOTHESIS GROUP, Art Director and Designer
2013 - P R E S E N T

Clearly communicate Market research findings through infographics, iconography, and reports for 

clients such as Lexus, Match, Uber, Fitbit, ABC, Starbucks, Netflix, and Disney. 

Direct the visual aesthetic of all deliverables as well as assist in managing the fast-paced workflow  

between the design and project teams.

Lead the activation initiative designed to instill the research findings within our clients’ companies. 

Such activations include a museum installation with a supporting guide book, a city guide to Dallas 

with illustrated map that highlights different locations to illuminate the personalites of certain 

groups of people, and work booklets that accompany the research presentation. 

Illustrate and design posters and invitations for various client needs, and materials for internal use 

such as a Brand Style Guide, invitations for office events, and data visualizations for our social media 

presence.

JENNY PFOST DESIGN, Freelance
2009 - P R E S E N T

Harbor House
Launched the brand identity of a downtown LA restaurant and cafe. Developed a simple, timeless 

logo, selected colors, and supporting brand patterns as well as executed the brand suite including 

coffee cups, business cards, menus, and to-go sandwich and salad labels.

CherryHills Market
Redesigned their company logo and installed a new brand direction with olive oil labels, balsamic 

labels, and candle labels.

Molley Chomper Cider
Developed the quirky brand voice and logo for a hard cider company in North Carolina as well as 

their cider labels, keg collars, and other print materials. 

Stagecoach and Coachella
Designed several vintage-inspired souvenir T-shirts and totes for the 2014, 2015, and 2016 

Stagecoach Country Music Festival and Coachella Music Festival.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, Graphic Designer
2009-2012

Developed original brand specific seasonal graphics inspired by vintage art, surf memorabilia, 

and new trends. Increased efficiency of the workflow by coordinating with other departments, 

managed multiple projects at a time in a fast paced environment, and delegated tasks to different 

team members. Assisted in team development by training new hires and mentoring direct reports.

EDUCATION

Furman University
2002-2006
Bachelor of Arts in 
Fine Arts Studies, Cum Laude
Greenville, SC

Portfolio Center
2006-2008
Graduate Studies in Graphic 
Design and Art Direction
Atlanta, GA

SKILLS & EXPE RTISE

Adobe Creative Suite
Microsoft PowerPoint
Adobe Lightroom
Typography
Layout Design
Branding
Illustration
Infographics

ACCOLADES

How Magazine
Promotion and Marketing Design 
Merit Winner

The DieLine
Featured blog post for CherryHills 
Market packaging

Cider Craft Magazine
Printed article featuring Molley 
Chomper packaging

International Advertising 
Bureau
Featured infographic on website

Print
Typography and Lettering Merit 
winner for Molley Chomper cider 
labels

jennypfost.com

jennypfost22@gmail .com

949. 383 . 0882


